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Michael's Family
As the illegitimate son of the famous O’Neil clan, Kinley Moran bursts into their lives and it’s vengeance he wants--not to be
accepted in the family he detests. Now a billionaire entrepreneur/investment broker, he plans to destroy them all with his
wealth and power. Little does he know that Bailey and the boys are magnets who could lure him into changing his life’s
purpose. Jamie Ralston is a single mother and waitress at Bailey’s Irish Pub. At thirty, she has one goal--to graduate from
college and become a teacher. But when another O’Neil brother shows up, she senses her plan for her future is about to
change. Just how much, though, she has control over. She fights Kinley on many issues, but there’s one battle she cannot
win: she’s irrevocably drawn to this wounded man. Will Kinley resist the charm of the O’Neils? Will Jamie resist Kinley’s
charms? Read THE RECKONING, a heartbreaking story that will make you cry, make you laugh but also make you cheer for
this unlikely couple, and for the O’Neils. If you haven’t read the O’Neil saga, be sure to download the siblings’ stories:
SOMEONE TO BELIEVE IN, CLOSE TO YOU, TAKING THE HEAT, HIGH STAKES and ALWAYS AND FOREVER.

Infatuation
From award-winning journalist David Kushner, a regular contributor to Rolling Stone, The New Yorker, and Vanity Fair,
Alligator Candy is “a raw story about courage, survival, and most certainly about love” (Tampa Bay Times). David Kushner
grew up in the suburbs of Florida in the early 1970s, running wild with his friends, exploring, riding bikes, and disappearing
into the nearby woods for hours at a time. One morning in 1973, however, everything changed when David’s older brother
Jon took a short bike trip to the local convenience store. He never returned. Alligator Candy is the story of Jon’s murder at
the hands of two sadistic drifters, and everything that happened after. Jon’s death was one of the first in what turned out to
be a rash of child abductions and murders that dominated headlines for much of the 1970s and 80s. It was around this the
time that milk cartons began to feature the images of missing children, and newscasters began asking, “It’s 10:00, do you
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know where you children are?” Alligator Candy chronicles Jon’s story, but also tells how parenting in America has changed,
casting light on the transition between two generations of children—one raised on freedom, the other on fear. “Parents
today can understand the love, hope, and fear Kushner so eloquently describes in this account of one family’s transcendent
courage in the face of crushing pain” (Bookpage, “Top Ten Book of the Month”). Alligator Candy is a disturbing, insightful,
and inspiring meditation on grief, growth, and what childhood has become: “not only a memorial to a brother tragically
deprived of his right to live; but also a meditation on the courage necessary to live freely in a world riven by pain, suffering,
and evil” (Kirkus Reviews).

Be My Babies
USA Today bestselling author Kathryn Shay continues her beloved Hidden Cove series with CHASING THE FIRE, three
unforgettable novellas about firefighters. Backdraft: Firefighter Riley Gallagher must come to terms with his disgraced
father before he can be happy with the love of his life. But has he already missed the chance to claim a future with
Firefighter Jane Phillips? Fully Involved: Lisa Beth Duncan, firefighter and paramedic, swore she’d never allow her exhusband into her heart again. But when he moves to Hidden Cove and pursues her, she finds herself breaking her own
rules. Flashover: Captain Nick Evans believes he committed the worst of crimes, even if it was to protect his little sister.
He's not ready for a relationship with Stacey Sterling, a firefighter’s widow who’s determined to help him heal. Praise for
Kathryn Shay’s firefighter books: “Shay’s powerful characters and emotional topics strike a chord with her readers and have
earned her a well-deserved place among the top romance authors.” -Waldenbooks Romantic Reader “Powerful and
compellingreinforces Shay’s well-earned reputation as a first rate storyteller.” Booklist “Kathryn Shay loves firefighters, and
if you didn't love them before, you'll love them after reading some of her books featuring firefighting heroes and heroines.”
-Judith Arnold, USA Today bestselling author

Alligator Candy
“An engrossing microcosm of the internet’s Wild West years” (Kirkus Reviews), award-winning journalist David Kushner tells
the incredible battle between the founder of Match.com and the con man who swindled him out of the website Sex.com,
resulting in an all-out war for control for what still powers the internet today: love and sex. In 1994, visionary entrepreneur
Gary Kremen used a $2,500 loan to create the first online dating service, Match.com. Only five percent of Americans were
using the internet at the time, and even fewer were looking online for love. He quickly bought the Sex.com domain too,
betting the combination of love and sex would help propel the internet into the mainstream. Imagine Kremen’s surprise
when he learned that someone named Stephen Michael Cohen had stolen the rights to Sex.com and was already making
millions that Kremen would never see. Thus follows the wild true story of Kremen’s and Cohen’s decade-long battle for
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control. In The Players Ball, author and journalist David Kushner provides a front seat to these must-read Wild West years
online, when innovators and outlaws battled for power and money. This cat-and-mouse game between a genius and a con
man changed the way people connect forever, and is key to understanding the rise and future of the online world. “Kushner
delivers a fast-paced, raunchy tale of sex, drugs, and dial-up.” —Publishers Weekly

The Fire Inside
The Accidental Billionaires
What does an unexpected baby bring? A marriage of convenience? A reconciliation? A rejection like no other? NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author Kathryn Shay delivers an emotional series, About the Baby, filled with sizzling romance, heartfelt
pregnancy and baby scenes, and a unique look at the healing power of forgiveness. High-powered architect Zach Sloan only
ever loved one woman and when she left, he hardened his heart and concentrated on climbing to the top of his profession.
But when one of his designs collapses, and Annie is there to help, he rushes her headlong into bed. Which changes
everything. Annie Montgomery is a social worker, the total opposite of her ex-husband Zach. Non-materialistic, with simple
tastes and unselfish goals, she divorced Zach. The problem is, she still loves him. And when they’re thrown together in a
crisis, she can’t resist consoling him. The consequences must be dealt with. Annie’s pregnancy brings them closer, but their
differences surface once again. This time, will Annie and Zach overcome them, for the sake of the baby—and themselves? If
you like stories about secret babies, reunion of lost loves, and wounded heroes, follow the full series, which can be read in
any order: A TIME TO GIVE, Book 1, JUST ONE NIGHT, Book 2, BE MY BABIES, Book 3. *Originally published in 1997, this book
has been revised, updated and modernized. Reviewer’s Praise for JUST ONE NIGHT: “Kathryn Shay is a star who shines
brighter than most of the big name romance writers today.” Affaire de Coeur Magazine "Ms. Shay has once again gifted us
with a beautiful love story filled with hope, healing and the pursuit of happiness.” Rendezvous Magazine “With an
irresistible blend of warmth and sizzle, award-winning Kathryn Shay sets our hearts aglow with wonderfully tender emotion
readers won't want to miss.” RT Book Reviews “A thoroughly engrossing read…grab a box of tissues, cover yourself with a
warm quilt and get set to be swept away to another world.” An Amazon Reader

Extra Lives
Hunting for love is a pain in the neck Abbey is the lone human working for Fated Match, a company that pairs members of
the supernatural community with their eternal mates. To snag a young vampire socialite as her next client, Abbey journeys
to the home of Lucian Redgrave, the most respected vampire on the East Coast. But he's not willing to recommend the
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agency to the vampire world unless Abbey can first find his perfect match in a month. As Abbey coaches Lucian through his
dates, she can't deny the chemistry between them. But humans are toys for vampires, and risking her heart isn't a part of
the plan. Each book in the Fated Match series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. Book #1 Love at Stake
Book #2 Dying to Date Book #3 The Alpha's Temporary Mate

Explorers Who Got Lost
NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Kathryn Shay spent five years riding fire trucks with a large city fire department, eating
in their firehouses and interviewing hundreds of America's Bravest. Read the firefighter romance novels that resulted from
her intense relationship with firefighters! Former friends turned lovers and a billionaire who changes both their lives with an
inheritance…what more could two people want? In the newest installment of the beloved Hidden Cove Series, Dan Collins is
everybody’s favorite firefighter. He’s good at his job, is a nice guy and treats people well. But his life fell apart a year ago
when his wife left him for a wealthy man. Thank God Dan has had Firefighter Lucy Coretta to lean on, both at work and at
home. She’s brought him back from the brink of despair and has been there for him during all those horrible months after
the divorce. Unbeknownst to him, Lucy has been in love with him forever but kept it to herself. Then, when he split with his
wife, she didn’t want to be a rebound girlfriend. One night, though, passion explodes between them and by the morning
everything has changed. And not just in their relationship. A man comes to the door and hands Dan an inheritance from a
wealthy billionaire for saving the lives of his godchildren years ago. It’s money, lots and lots of money. Unfortunately, the
windfall doesn’t bring him happiness. It messes up all his newly made plans with Lucy and throws them both into a tailspin.
Praise for Kathryn Shay’s firefighter series: “I couldn't put these books down. I'm a firefighter in Tennessee; some of this hit
home to me. Thank you for a great series.” “This collection of short stories had it all: mystery, romance, laughter and
tears.” “The stories not only get into firefighter’s lives, but there is very realistic and in-depth descriptions of the work they
do and the training they undergo. It certainly gave me an even greater appreciation for our firefighters and policemen.”
Also available: Don’t miss the rest of the firefighter romance series AFTER THE FIRE, ON THE LINE, NOTHING MORE TO
LOSE, AMERICA’S BRAVEST, IT HAD TO BE YOU, CHASING THE FIRE, THE FIRE INSIDE.

Valley of Genius
Whether it’s facts about dinosaurs or a myth about oceans that they always thought was true, the fun facts in this book are
guaranteed to amaze kids and parents alike. From weird animal behavior to ancient civilizations, from mighty dinosaurs to
fabulous inventions kids can discover the remarkable truth or uncover amazing myth busters. First, they can test their
knowledge at the beginning of each chapter and then turn the page to find out what is true and what is false. True or False:
Cockroaches can survive without their heads – True! Since they can survive for many days without food, cockroaches don’t
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need their heads to keep going. Unlike humans, cockroaches breathe through parts of their body, there is no nose on their
heads. It can survive for weeks without one. Talk about a brawny bug! True or False: An avalanche can happen if someone
yells on a snow-covered mountain – False! In movies and TV shows, avalanches are triggered when someone shouts or fires
a gun. In reality, this isn’t powerful enough to start one. Many avalanches are caused when the weight of a person crossing
an unstable slope dislodges the snow so it rushes down the mountain, often taking the person with it. True or False: The
first explorer to reach the South Pole was Robert Falcon Scott – False! In 1912, when Robert Falcon Scott made a grueling
trek to the South Pole, he found himself in a race with a team of Norwegians, led by Roald Amundsen. Both men were
determined to reach the Pole first. When Scott’s team finally reached their target, to the dismay they found the Norwegians
had beaten them to it – by a moth! On the return journey, Scott and his team perished from starvation and frostbite. True or
False: The skeletons of babies and adult humans have the same number of parts – False! When babies are born, their
skeletons contain nearly 300 parts. As they grow older, some of the parts fuse together, and by adulthood, the skeleton
consists of 206 bones. True or False: The human nose produces a cupful of mucus everyday – False! Scientists have
estimated the nose can produce up to a liter a day of mucus, most of which will be swallowed. Snot traps dirt, pollen and
germs, and stops them from getting in your lungs, which could make you ill. The mucus near your nostrils dries our around
the particles, forming a green lump. The rest of the mucus slides down your throat. Yuck! With these and hundreds more
incredible true or false questions, kids will have a great time testing their knowledge and learning incredible truths and
uncovering lousy lies!

All I Need
Tom Bissell is a prizewinning writer who published three widely acclaimed books before the age of thirty-four. He is also an
obsessive gamer who has spent untold hours in front of his various video game consoles, playing titles such as Far Cry 2,
Left 4 Dead, BioShock, and Oblivion for, literally, days. If you are reading this flap copy, the same thing can probably be
said of you, or of someone you know. Until recently, Bissell was somewhat reluctant to admit to his passion for games. In
this, he is not alone. Millions of adults spend hours every week playing video games, and the industry itself now reliably
outearns Hollywood. But the wider culture seems to regard video games as, at best, well designed if mindless
entertainment. Extra Lives is an impassioned defense of this assailed and misunderstood art form. Bissell argues that we
are in a golden age of gaming—but he also believes games could be even better. He offers a fascinating and often hilarious
critique of the ways video games dazzle and, just as often, frustrate. Along the way, we get firsthand portraits of some of
the best minds (Jonathan Blow, Clint Hocking, Cliff Bleszinski, Peter Molyneux) at work in video game design today, as well
as a shattering and deeply moving final chapter that describes, in searing detail, Bissell’s descent into the world of Grand
Theft Auto IV, a game whose themes mirror his own increasingly self-destructive compulsions. Blending memoir, criticism,
and first-rate reportage, Extra Lives is like no other book on the subject ever published. Whether you love video games,
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loathe video games, or are merely curious about why they are becoming the dominant popular art form of our time, Extra
Lives is required reading. From the Hardcover edition.

A Burning Passion
While investigating fire chief Noah Callahan, who is suspected of arson, Eve Woodward discovers a passionate man revered
by his community, peers, and family, which forces Eve to reevalute the facts and come to terms with the passion the rages
between them. Original.

Because It's Christmas
In the decade after World War II, one entrepreneurial family helped thousands of people buy into the American dream of
owning a home, not just any home, but a good one, with all the modern conveniences. The Levitts--two brothers, William
and Alfred, and their father, Abe--pooled their talents in land use, architecture, and sales to create story book town with
affordable little houses. They laid out the welcome mat, but not to everyone. Levittown had a whites-only policy. This is the
story that unfolded in Levittown, PA, one unseasonably hot summer in 1957 on a quiet street called Deepgreen Lane. There,
a white Jewish Communist family named Wechsler secretly arranged for a black family, the Myers, to buy the little pink
house next door. What followed was an explosive summer of violence that would transform their lives, and the nation. It
would lead to the downfall of a titan, and the integration of the most famous suburb in the world. It's a story of hope and
fear, invention and rebellion, and the power that comes when ordinary people take an extraordinary stand.

Couples Workbook
COUNT ON A COP The Cop and the Kids… Captain Mitch Lansing would like to help the troubled teens in Cassie Smith's high
school class for students at risk. Unfortunately that means sharing his experiences with them. (Cassie's very big on
sharing.) And Mitch has deliberately blocked those painful memories for years. But the kids are very hard to resist. Now
Mitch is finding he needs them—and their teacher—as much as they need him. "Kathryn Shay's Cop of the Year takes you
on an emotion-packed journey to learn the meaning of love and trust. Don't miss this sensational story!" —Suzanne Barclay,
bestselling author of Knight's Rebellion

The Cambridge Companion to Jane Austen
Therapeutic exercises to help couples nurture patience, forgiveness, and humor.
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Risking It All
NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Kathryn Shay spent five years riding fire trucks with a large city fire department, eating
in their firehouses and interviewing hundreds of America's Bravest. Read the firefighter romance books that resulted from
her intense relationship with firefighters! Fire Department Psychologist Jack Harrison has spent his life helping firefighters in
Hidden Cove deal with firefighting deaths, PTSD, broken marriages, the fear of spouses for their loved ones, and a variety of
firefighter romances. He is especially beloved by the Malvasos, as revealed in the previous family saga novels. But when he
goes to upstate New York to train incognito with a recruit class, he meets Captain Tess Righetti, unaware of her connection
to the famous Italian family. And he clashes big time with her about her stern approach to teaching the recruits. Then, one
night after she is injured, their contact unexpectedly explodes into sizzling passion, but because of circumstances, Jack
never contacts her again. Until she moves to Hidden Cove. Tempers flare, sparks fly and fireworks follow them everywhere.
Readers will be surprised at the twists and turns of the seventh book in the Hidden Cove firefighter series. Praise for
Kathryn Shay’s Firefighter Books “Inspiring and emotionally invigorating…a true hero’s tale.” RT Book Reviews “This
powerful, emotionally realistic book is the first of Shay's series about the men and women who put their lives on the line
every day and how that dedication and commitment affect all those around them. Poignant and compelling, this novel
reinforces Shay's well-earned reputation as a first-rate storyteller.” Shelley Mosley, American Library Association. “A superb
contemporary romance that grabs you in the prologue and won’t let go until you’ve read the final page. Bravo, Ms. Shay!”
The Romance Readers Connection “One of the best running collections on the market today.” A Reader

Chasing the Fire
Right now, over 100 million Americans secretly feel frustrated and bored with their lives. You may be one of them if…
*you’ve come to regard yourself as “your own worst enemy” *you’ve developed a commute-work-commute-sleep routine
that seems endless *you and your significant other treat each other like roommates *you constantly daydream and wonder,
“Is this all there is?” *you sense a potentially hot relationship with someone next door, down the hall, or in the adjacent
cubicle but somehow it never happens *you worry that no matter what you do to stay in shape, the battle is already lost
*you have a tendency, when asked how you’re doing, to just say, “Fine.” If any of the above sounds familiar, there’s clearly
something missing from your life. This book will help you discover what it is, and how to win it back. Written by Mel Robbins,
one of America’s top relationship experts and radio/tv personalities, this hands-on guide not only shows you how to put your
finger on the problem, it reveals what to do about it. Mel Robbins has spent her career teaching people how to push past
their self-imposed limits to get what they truly desire. She has an in-depth understanding of the psychological and social
factors that repeatedly hold you back, and more important, a unique set of tools for getting you where you want to be. In
Stop Saying You’re Fine, she draws on the latest neuroscientific research, interviews with countless everyday people, and
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ideas she’s tested in her own life to show what works and what doesn’t. The key, she explains, is understanding how your
own brain works against you. Because evolution has biased your mental gears against taking action, what you need are
techniques to outsmart yourself. That may sound impossible, but Mel has created a remarkably effective method to help
you do just that -- and some of her discoveries will astonish you. By ignoring how you feel and seizing small moments of rich
possibility –a process she calls “leaning in” – you can make tiny course directions add up to huge change. Among this
book’s other topics: how everything can depend on not hitting the “snooze” button; the science of connecting with other
people, what children can teach us about getting things done; and why five seconds is the maximum time you should wait
before acting on a great idea. Blending warmth, humor and unflinching honesty with up-to-the-minute science and hardearned wisdom, Stop Saying You’re Fine moves beyond the platitudes and easy fixes offered in many self-help books. Mel’s
insights will actually help vault you to a better life, ensuring that the next time someone asks how you’re doing, you can
truthfully answer, “Absolutely great.”

Hardware Age
From Ben Mezrich, the New York Times bestselling author of The Accidental Billionaires and Bringing Down the House,
comes Bitcoin Billionaires--the fascinating story of brothers Tyler and Cameron Winklevoss's big bet on crypto-currency and
its dazzling pay-off. Ben Mezrich's 2009 bestseller The Accidental Billionaires is the definitive account of Facebook's
founding and the basis for the Academy Award–winning film The Social Network. Two of the story's iconic characters are
Harvard students Tyler and Cameron Winklevoss: identical twins, Olympic rowers, and foils to Mark Zuckerberg. Bitcoin
Billionaires is the story of the brothers’ redemption and revenge in the wake of their epic legal battle with Facebook.
Planning to start careers as venture capitalists, the brothers quickly discover that no one will take their money after their
fight with Zuckerberg. While nursing their wounds in Ibiza, they accidentally run into an eccentric character who tells them
about a brand-new idea: cryptocurrency. Immersing themselves in what is then an obscure and sometimes sinister world,
they begin to realize “crypto” is, in their own words, "either the next big thing or total bulls--t." There’s nothing left to do
but make a bet. From the Silk Road to the halls of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Bitcoin Billionaires will take us
on a wild and surprising ride while illuminating a tantalizing economic future. On November 26, 2017, the Winklevoss
brothers became the first bitcoin billionaires. Here’s the story of how they got there—as only Ben Mezrich could tell it.

Begin Again
"This is the most important book on Silicon Valley I've read in two decades. It will take us all back to our roots in the
counterculture, and will remind us of the true nature of the innovation process, before we tried to tame it with slogans and
buzzwords." -- Po Bronson, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Nudist on the Late Shift and Nurtureshock A
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candid, colorful, and comprehensive oral history that reveals the secrets of Silicon Valley -- from the origins of Apple and
Atari to the present day clashes of Google and Facebook, and all the start-ups and disruptions that happened along the
way. Rarely has one economy asserted itself as swiftly--and as aggressively--as the entity we now know as Silicon Valley.
Built with a seemingly permanent culture of reinvention, Silicon Valley does not fight change; it embraces it, and now
powers the American economy and global innovation. So how did this omnipotent and ever-morphing place come to be? It
was not by planning. It was, like many an empire before it, part luck, part timing, and part ambition. And part pure,
unbridled genius Drawing on over two hundred in-depth interviews, Valley of Genius takes readers from the dawn of the
personal computer and the internet, through the heyday of the web, up to the very moment when our current technological
reality was invented. It interweaves accounts of invention and betrayal, overnight success and underground exploits, to tell
the story of Silicon Valley like it has never been told before. Read it to discover the stories that Valley insiders tell each
other: the tall tales that are all, improbably, true.

Take Me Back
What does an unexpected baby bring? A marriage of convenience? A reconciliation? A rejection like no other? NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author Kathryn Shay delivers an emotional series, About the Baby, filled with sizzling romance, heartfelt
pregnancy and baby scenes, and a unique look at the healing power of forgiveness. Fairview, New York is Lily Wakefield’s
last stop because there’s nowhere else for her to go. She’s lost everything but the twins she’s expecting. Fleeing from an
abusive situation, she goes to this small town hoping to find solace in the grandfather she never knew. Once there, she
meets Simon McCarthy, who’s the kind of man she’s always wanted to build a life with. But he doesn’t trust her—with good
reason. Simon has made a life for himself in Fairview and wants to raise his daughter in peace and buy the local newspaper
he manages. Then Lily makes her way into both Jenna’s and Simon’s hearts. As do her babies. But she could be the one to
threaten his stability and all he’s accomplished. Is Simon ready to take that risk? When Lily’s past catches up with her, it
seems impossible that she and Simon will ever have a chance at happiness. If you like stories about secret babies, reunion
of lost loves, and wounded heroes, follow the full series, which can be read in any order: A TIME TO GIVE, Book 1, JUST ONE
NIGHT, Book 2, BE MY BABIES, Book 3. *Originally published in 2008, this book has been revised, updated and modernized.
Reader praise for BE MY BABIES: “Kathryn Shay has written one of the best novels this reader has read this year. BE MY
BABIES is emotional and filled with love and happily ever after.” “This is a wonderful family drama with likable characters as
Gil and Lily get second chances. Simon and Lily are a terrific pairing and love each other. Fans will enjoy this fine
homecoming romance.” “Another wonderfully penned story by this amazing author. Very loving and moving story.”

Portals of TIme
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When two bitter rivals… Why, why does her grandfather's dying wish dictate that Simone Hamilton must marry a man she
hates? The marriage might unite their warring families, but formidable Spaniard Alesander Esquivel is the last man on earth
Simone would want to be in the same room as—let alone share a marital bed with! Are forced to take one solemn vow…
Alesander's strongest desire used to be gaining the final piece of his business empire—but now it seems there are more
pleasurable diversions for the taking… Having a wife could be useful, especially to entertain him during those sultry hot
Spanish nights!

Stop Saying You're Fine
Examines the adventures of such early explorers of America as Columbus, Dias, and Cabot. Includes information on the
events, society, and superstitions of the times.

Dead End Dating
If you think a gang of real-life geeks can’t take on the world and win big . . . think again. And whatever you do, don’t sit
down across a gaming table from Jon Finkel, better known as Jonny Magic. Jonny Magic and the Card Shark Kids is his
amazing true story: the jaw-dropping, zero-to-hero chronicle of a fat, friendless boy from New Jersey who found his edge in
a game of cards–and turned it into a fortune. The ultimate bully-magnet, Finkel grew up heckled and hazed until destiny
came in the form of a trading-card game called Magic: The Gathering. Magic exploded from nerdy obsession to mainstream
mania and made the teenage Finkel an ultracool world champion. Once transformed, this young shark stormed poker rooms
from the underground clubs of New York City to the high-stakes tables online, until he landed on the largest card-counting
blackjack team in the country. Taking Vegas for millions, Finkel’s squad of brainy gamers became the biggest players in
town. Then they took on the town’s biggest game, the World Series of Poker, and walked away with more than $3.5 million.
Thrilling, edgy, and ferociously feel-good, the odyssey of these underdogs-turned-overlords is the stuff of pop-culture
legend. And David Kushner, acclaimed author of Masters of Doom, masterfully deals out the outrageous details while
bringing to life a cast of characters rife with aces, kings, knaves . . . and more than a few jokers. If you secretly believe
every player has his day, you’re right. Here’s the proof.

Wish List
NATIONAL BESTSELLER “The Social Network, the much anticipated movie…adapted from Ben Mezrich’s book The Accidental
Billionaires.” —The New York Times Best friends Eduardo Saverin and Mark Zuckerberg had spent many lonely nights
looking for a way to stand out among Harvard University’s elite, competitive, and accomplished student body. Then, in
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2003, Zuckerberg hacked into Harvard’s computers, crashed the campus network, almost got himself expelled, and was
inspired to create Facebook, the social networking site that has since revolutionized communication around the world. With
Saverin’s funding their tiny start-up went from dorm room to Silicon Valley. But conflicting ideas about Facebook’s future
transformed the friends into enemies. Soon, the undergraduate exuberance that marked their collaboration turned into outand-out warfare as it fell prey to the adult world of venture capitalists, big money, and lawyers. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

A Price Worth Paying?
By-the-book Secret Service Agent Joe Stonehouse is assigned to work with rebel Agent Luke Ludzecky on a task force to
combat school violence. When they go undercover in Fairholm, NY, to a school flagged for an outbreak, they find that the
institution is indeed in danger. But when Joe butts heads with principal Suzanna Quinn, and teacher Kelsey Cunningham
gets close to her new student Luke, all their personal lives are turned upside down. In Book 1, PROMISES TO KEEP, follow
the fast-paced plot ripped straight from the headlines and bask in the love stories that will make you believe in romance.
Don’t miss all five books in the Lean On Me Series, heart-wrenching stories of teens in jeopardy and the adults who’ve
dedicated their lives to helping them: PROMISES TO KEEP, MICHAEL’S FAMILY, TRUST IN ME, WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN
and A PRICE WORTH PAYING. Praise for PROMISES TO KEEP: "Shay does an admirable job with a difficult subject, writing
about school violence with sensitivity and realism and without shying away from any of the hard issues, such as the balance
between the students' protection and their civil liberties." Shelley Mosley Booklist “Kathryn Shay’s storytelling grabbed me
on page one and her characters held me until the very last word.” Barbara Bretton, USA TODAY bestselling author. “Kathryn
Shay is a master of her craft. PROMISES TO KEEP will hold you on the edge of your seat with an ending you’ll remember
long after you turn the last page.” USA TODAY bestselling author Catherine Anderson. "Kathryn Shay’s first mainstream
romantic suspense is a gripping story that will haunt readers with its authenticity. And those who pick up a copy will find not
one, but two absorbing romance threads, full of sensuality and fire. If ever the label of “sure thing” were deserved by a
book, PROMISES TO KEEP is such a book.” The Romance Reader “These are all living breathing people you might meet
anywhere at any time. The action and suspense balance well with the love, so that neither plot is skimped upon. I eagerly
await her next release.” Huntress Reviews “A wonderful work of contemporary romance, with a plot ripped straight from the
headlines. Kathryn Shay never disappoints.” NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Lisa Gardner

The Reckoning
Launching Dead End Dating, a Manhattan-based matchmaking service, in order to help pay for her cosmetics obsession,
fashionable vampire Lil Marchette decides that Francis Deville, a geeky vampire, will make a terrific first client, but her
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plans for Francis soon take a back seat to gorgeous bounty hunter Ty Bonner, in New York to chase down a serial killer.
Original.

Love at Stake
Classic Kathryn Shay contemporary romance—with a time travel twist… The PORTALS OF TIME trilogy combines heartwrenching emotions and biting social commentary with unique futuristic elements. Three women travel back from the 26th
century to right the wrongs of society today so that humankind can continue to exist. Journey with them as they fight for
both the future and the men they unexpectedly come to love. In JUST IN TIME, Dorian Masters must save the life of research
scientist Jess Cromwell by preventing his murder in five months. Cromwell’s work would eventually set the standard for
eradicating all carbon emissions. But Dorian has to find the assassin first, while Jess’s brother Luke, cynical New York cop
and exasperating man, seems determined to stand in her way. Unaware of her background, Luke questions her suitability
as a bodyguard and challenges her on the mistakes she makes about everyday things, including how she talks. But the
stakes are high and together they race against time to save Jess’s life. “The characters were real and engaging. I laughed
out loud several times…but deeply complex in human emotions.” A reader In PERFECT TIMING, Celeste Hart, a sensitive,
travels to Washington D.C. to sabotage the life’s work of Dr. Alex Lansing. Unbeknownst to him, his research into human
sexuality drugs causes infertility in the centuries to come. When Celeste becomes his children’s nanny, she falls head over
heels for the kids—and for their brilliant, sexy father. But can Alex forgive her deception when he discovers how and why
she’s tricked him? With the survival of society hanging in the balance, everything hangs on Alex’s decision. “Here is a book
you cannot put down until you are finished! Thought provoking, full of humor, romance, mystery and worry what is coming
next!” A reader In ANOTHER TIME, anthropologist Alisha Law has accompanied her two colleagues to the present day
because she understands the customs, morés and convoluted language of the 21st century. Not only does she dislike
everything about this time period, but she’s mystified by its odd sexual customs. When Pastor David Ryan befriends her,
she’s confused about him, too. He actually believes in a Supreme Being and the archaic concept of religion, neither of which
exist in her time. But when they grow close, and fall in love, she becomes wary when he asks her break all the rules of time
travel. “The ending of this book just killed me. Especially the Epilogue and my sudden realization of what it meant for all of
them. Shed a few tears, I did.” A reader

Liar! Liar! Pants on Fire!
Four of Romance's hottest authors present holiday tales filled with love and laughter.

Count On Me
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Kathryn Shay spent five years riding fire trucks with a large city fire department, eating in their firehouses and interviewing
hundreds of America’s Bravest. Read the novellas that resulted from her intense relationship with firefighters!Shay’s
powerful characters and emotional topics strike a chord with her readers and have earned her a well-deserved place among
the top romance authors. Waldenbooks Romantic ReaderThe Rescue Squad in the Hidden Cove Fire Department deals with
all kinds of emergencies: blazing fires, horrific car accidents and a myriad of medical calls. Like most firefighters, they also
have complicated personal relationships due to the nature of their jobs.In AMERICA’S BRAVEST, each of the six novellas
details both the love and work of one firefighter with overarching themes of arson, a blogger out to discredit them, and
balancing their personal and professional lives.In IN TOO DEEP, Captain Gabe Malvaso struggles with his attraction to
Rachel Wellington, a firefighter on his squad. But when they’re trapped in a basement, thinking they’ll die, all bets are
off.HOT SHOT picks up with Paramedic Brody O’Malley, who’s happy with single life until a class reunion where he meets
Emma Walsh, the only woman he ever loved. But because he broke her heart, she’s refuses to rekindle old flames.WORTH
THE RISK follows Ryan O’Malley, Brody’s twin cop brother, as he pursues prickly Lieutenant Felicia White, who’s always
disliked his playboy persona. But when they are forced to work together on an arson case, sparks fly.EL BOMBERO is the
story of Firefighter Tony Ramirez and his beloved wife Sophia, sweethearts since high school, who run into the biggest
challenge of their lives: Sophia can no longer tolerate the danger her husband is in every day.In RESCUE ME, twenty-fouryear-old Sydney Sands saves the life of local businessman Max Delinsky only to fall head over heels in love with him. But
trouble comes in merging the discrepancy in their ages and Max’s difficulty with her past.TRIAL BY FIRE tells the story of
Battalion Chief Cal Erikson, whose been fighting for two years with blogger Parker Allen about the fire department. Imagine
his surprise when he finds himself attracted to the fiery journalist with deep scars from her past. The arson case is solved,
but not before both their lives are endangered.In THE EPILOGUE, get a closer look at how all six couples live happily ever
after! Praise for Kathryn Shay’s Firefighter BooksReaders will appreciate the powerfully written, tense emergency situations.
The Malvaso clan and the other key characters seem genuine in and out of emergency scenarios. Kathryn Shay pays
homage to rescue workers with this exhilarating tale. A Reader ReviewPowerhouse author Shay follows up AFTER THE FIRE
with another dramatic and dynamic thriller. Her complex and unforgettable characters breathe life into this truly intense
novel. Romantic Times Book ClubSuperb contemporary romance that grabs you in the prologue and won’t let go until
you’ve read the final page. Bravo, Ms. Shay! The Romance Readers ConnectionOne of the best running collections on the
market today. A Reader Review

RightMatch.com
"Hell on wheels…in bed" someone had written on Rennie Bergen's business card. Now Rennie's card rested with many other
men's in the glass "booty"—all up for grabs by the female dating pool in Milla Page's office building. Three dates! That's all
Milla needed to write a sexy, juicy story on San Francisco hot spots for her online column. Was it fate she drew Rennie's
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card? The two of them had a history. Infatuation, wild sex, sneaking around—followed by a painful explosive breakup. But
Milla was still hot for him six years later…. And it was clear Rennie felt the same. Could they have a shot at rewriting
history?

Just One Night
Welcome to one of Kathryn Shay’s high school dramas. A teacher in a public school for years, she knows kids and the men
and women who teach them! “With a cast of memorable characters interacting on a myriad of levels from friendship to
love, Ms. Shay has penned a fascinating and emotionally gripping story.” RT Book Reviews 4 ½ Top Pick On her fortieth
birthday, Zoe Caufield is expecting a marriage proposal but instead gets the news that Kurt Lansing, the love of her life, is
going back to his ex-wife. Months later, Kurt is back in Bayview Heights. The reconciliation didn’t work, and he broke Zoe’s
heart for nothing. But when he starts a clinic in town and Zoe’s students will be working there for their community service
requirement, she’s once again drawn to him. But lack of trust, protesting friends, and especially the students who love her,
make their relationship impossible. Can anything bring these two people together? Emotional and heart-wrenching, the
Bayview Heights trilogy ends with a winner. “Shay’s heart-touching, sympathetic approach, powerful story-telling ability and
depth of characterization of not only the main characters, but also the secondary characters, speak of first-hand knowledge
of teens, challenges, and matters of the heart. Consequently, COUNT ON ME comes very highly recommended.” Word
Weaving “Ms. Shay doesn’t disappoint with this one. I can’t say enough about this author—pure perfection!” Old Book Barn
Gazette “COUNT ON ME is a powerful story not only about the restoration of love but also about the relationships between
teachers and students. This story will open your eyes and your heart and I highly recommend it to you.” A Reader

Jonny Magic and the Card Shark Kids
Six years ago, Kate Cassidy broke Rafe Casella’s heart by abandoning him a few months before their wedding. Now she’s in
town with the gut-wrenching news that she had his baby, in secret, and she wants Rafe back. She has to be kidding! But
Kate is deadly serious. She made the worst mistake of her life when she left Hidden Cove and she’s determined to fix it. She
plans to reinstate herself in the fire department and raise her son in a loving family—one that includes his father. A
rollercoaster of emotion, devastating fires, a stalker targeting Kate and a sizzling attraction that never diminished, set the
two of them on an irrevocable course to reunion. That is if they can all stay alive. If you liked the face-paced events,
breathtaking tenderness, uplifting messages of forgiveness, as well as on-the-edge-of-your-seat fire scenes, all
characteristic of the Hidden Cove Fire Department Series, then you’ll love New York Times bestselling author Kathryn
Shay’s ninth installment. Don’t miss books 1-8 in the beloved Hidden Cove Firefighter series: AFTER THE FIRE, ON THE LINE,
NOTHING MORE TO LOSE, AMERICA’S BRAVEST, IT HAD TO BE YOU, CHASING THE FIRE, THE FIRE INSIDE and A BURNING
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PASSION.

Airplane Reading
Unable to deny his attraction to firefighter Sophie Tyler, who has just taken a part -time job at his family's pub, widower
Liam O'Neil must decide whether or not to put his heart on the line. Original.

Cop of the Year
Welcome to The Ludzecky Sisters, a brand new contemporary romance series from NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author
Kathryn Shay. These six beautiful blond sisters try to make their way in the world after a tragedy strikes their family. Each
book has a cameo appearance by one of the sexy heroes from Shay’s beloved O’Neil series. BEGIN AGAIN tells the story of
Paulina Ludzecky who, since her husband died three years ago, runs a contracting business with her twin, Antonia. She’s
ready to dip her toes in romance, when she meets Adam Armstrong, the architect on the new music hall her company is
building. For Adam, opposites attract and he’s drawn to this no-nonsense, down-to-earth girl next door. She’s equally
interested in him though he’s too different from her to settle down with. But alpha male Adam has other plans for Paulina
and isn’t about to let her go, even when Paulina has trouble with committing to him. Sex, yes! Love, no! This second chance
at love story will tug on your heartstrings. If you like sisters in love stories, New York City romances and family saga
romances, try the rest of the books in The Ludzecky Sisters: PRIMARY COLORS, RISKY BUSINESS, THE WAY WE WERE,
HANDLE WITH CARE and LOVE STORY. Praise for Kathryn Shay romance novels: “Kathryn Shay writes some of the cleanest
prose around, and it’s my belief she’d make the Yellow Pages sound interesting if the phone company put her on staff. And
Ms. Shay knows her way around a steamy love scene.” The Romance Reader

Taking the Heat
Love THAT MAN Christmas is a time for loving and giving… To most people in the small town of Bayview Heights, high
school principal Seth Taylor's a hero. But Seth's never forgiven himself for a mistake he made years ago. And neither had
Lacey Cartwright—the woman he's falling in love with. Seth's "mistake" cost her and her family dearly. But that's all in the
past—or is it? If Lacey starts to show her support—and her true feelings—for Seth, will she lose what's left of her family? If
she gives up Seth, will she lose her chance at happiness? With the holidays approaching, Lacey's hoping she won't have to
make that choice. Because it's Christmas—and Christmas is a time for love and forgiveness…and family. Kathryn Shay
brings you the true spirit of Christmas in a warm, emotional story with unforgettable characters. A book you won't want to
put down.
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Levittown
A fully updated edition with seven brand new essays.

Promises To Keep
He’s a fire chief who curses out the mayor at every turn. She’s the mayor who needs him in a crisis. He’s a line firefighter
attracted to the mayor’s daughter. She’s a woman who wants nothing to do with a man like him. Chief Chase Talbot has
butted heads with Mayor Vanessa Jordan since she was elected to office two years ago. And since he’s the head of the fire
department, she’s his boss. Still, he takes no grief from her. But after a fire involving her parents, Vanessa turns to Chase
for help. When the situation calms down, both are unable to get their relationship back to what it was. Throw in troubled
teens, estrangement from family, a possible arson and you get a complex, gripping plotline and an emotional and
scintillating love story. Interweaved with Chase and Vanessa’s lives is Joe Santori, the young, brash and immature firefighter
of book one. Now Joe is a wiser, more settled lieutenant running his own crew. When Holly Michaels, a fourth grade teacher,
and the mayor’s daughter, moves into the condo next to his, she intrigues him. But Holly doesn’t want to get involved: Joe
is worldly, gorgeous and way out of her league. The problem is, he doesn’t think so. These young people go on a
rollercoaster ride of emotional highs and lows, but even after they give into their passion, the old Joe resurfaces and Holly’s
having none of it. It comes as a shock to both couples that contrary to what each thought, they don’t have all they need!
Cameo appearances of readers’ favorite firefighters from Hidden Cove, as well as Shay’s trademark tense and nail-biting
rescue scenes, sizzling sexual encounters, and emotions exploding on every page, this book will pull you in and not let go
until the characters find their way back to each other. If you haven’t read the first four books of The Rockford Fire
Department, be sure to grab FEEL THE HEAT, RISKING IT ALL, CODE OF HONOR and NEVER FAR AWAY, all intense firefighter
romance books. *** NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Kathryn Shay spent five years riding fire trucks with a large city fire
department, eating in their firehouses and interviewing hundreds of America's Bravest.

The Players Ball
Ever wonder about the dangers of visiting online dating websites? Or the benefits? NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author
Kathryn Shay’s contemporary romance series, RIGHTMATCH.COM, is based on the premise, “Everybody lies on these sites.”
The stories show how a lie told between each couple can have devastating effects! In BETTER THAN BEFORE, charismatic
and super rich venture capitalist Spence Wickham makes a bet with his brother to join an online dating service and prove
people lie on these sites. But his deceit trips him up with sweet and generous Annie Hopkins who’s looking for the type of
man he’s pretending to be. “Kathryn Shay has done it again! I loved every minute of this book! This book kept me up late at
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night because I couldn't put it down! Give all of her books a try and I believe that you will love them as much as I do!” A
reader In WAITING FOR YOU, tough cop Joe Moretti meets the love of his life, Dana Devlin, on his brother’s dating website.
Little does he know she’s harboring a very big secret, one that almost destroys their relationship. Joe must find a way to
prevent that secret, and his own personal ghosts, from ruining their chance together. “LovedLovedLoved this story. My
heart just broke as Dana and Joe faced their struggle together.” In MEANT TO BE, thirty-four year old Cole Matheson gets
himself entangled with Beth Montgomery, forty-five, while he’s lying to her about his age. When he finally tells her the
truth, she reluctantly forgives him. But he’s unable to be completely honest with her and, eventually, Beth cannot deal with
his consistent deceit. Now, sexy, adorable Cole must convince her he can be the kind of man she deserves. “Kathryn Shay
is a brilliant writer. In MEANT TO BE she has created her trademark characters who could be your friends and a storyline
that packs a Shay wallop. A must read hit!”

America's Bravest
In Airplane Reading, Christopher Schaberg and Mark Yakich bring together a range of essays about air travel. Discerning
and full of wonder, this prismatic collection features perspectives from a variety of writers, airline workers, and everyday
travelers. At turns irreverent, philosophical, and earnest, each essay is a veritable journey in and of itself. And together,
they illuminate the at once strange and ordinary world of flight. Contributors: Lisa Kay Adam • Sarah Allison • Jane
Armstrong • Thomas Beller • Ian Bogost • Alicia Catt • Laura Cayouette • Kim Chinquee • Lucy Corin • Douglas R. Dechow
• Nicoletta-Laura Dobrescu • Tony D’Souza • Jeani Elbaum • Pia Z. Ehrhardt • Roxane Gay • Thomas Gibbs • Aaron
Gilbreath • Anne Gisleson • Anya Groner • Julian Hanna • Rebecca Renee Hess • Susan Hodara • Pam Houston • Harold
Jaffe • Chelsey Johnson • Nina Katchadourian • Alethea Kehas • Greg Keeler • Alison Kinney • Anna Leahy • Allyson Goldin
Loomis • Jason Harrington • Kevin Haworth • Randy Malamud • Dustin Michael • Ander Monson • Timothy Morton • Peter
Olson • Christiana Z. Peppard • Amanda Pleva • Arthur Plotnik • Neal Pollack • Connie Porter • Stephen Rea • Hugo Reinert
• Jack Saux • Roger Sedarat • Nicole Sheets • Stewart Sinclair • Hal Sirowitz • Jess Stoner • Anca L. Szilágyi • Priscila Uppal
• Matthew Vollmer • Joanna Walsh • Tarn Wilson

On the Line
1996 Janet Dailey Award finalist "…a magnificent romance and an emotional reading experience." —Old Book Barn Gazette
The last thing widower Luke Rayburn expects—or welcomes—is his adopted son Michael's request to find his birth mother.
Sixteen years ago, the adoption was arranged by Luke's mother and her closest friend, whose teenage daughter was
pregnant. The two women agreed to cut all ties. Now the boy's request has brought beautiful, haunted Meredith Hunter into
their lives. And with Meredith comes a secret that could destroy them all. Praise for Kathryn Shay's previous novels "THE
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FATHER FACTOR…fulfills all the expectations of the romance genre." —[Rochester]Democrat & Chronicle "…one of the
bolder, new Superromances…a heartwarming romance…a stirring story." —RomEx Reviews …a keeper among keepers."
—Affaire de Coeur

Bitcoin Billionaires
Author’s note: the original title of RISKING IT ALL was THE MAN WHO LOVED CHRISTMAS. The book has been fully revised
and updated and also contains cameos from the Hidden Cove Firefighters. She’s the only woman he can’t charm. He’s the
only man she can never love. Dylan O’Roarke has the ideal existence. As a firefighter, he’s been at the top of his game.
Even when he’s reprimanded for his risk-taking, the accolades far exceed the censure. Women fall at his feet, and he
always has a blond bombshell on his arm. By-the-book Beth Winters does everything with precision and caution in her job
as an EMS instructor and recruit trainer, even if she is considered stern and stoic. She has a few good friends she manages
to keep some modicum of distance from. Life is best lived on its outskirts, where it can’t wound you so badly you might not
survive. The only place the two of them “lose it” is with each other. When Dylan was her student at the academy, she
sought out ways to focus on his flaws. And he irritated her intentionally, snidely nicknaming her Lizzie Borden. With eight
years of open animosity that rivaled that of the Hatfields and McCoys, they were both grateful when he graduated. Years
later, fate throws them together again when he’s assigned as her EMS partner to train new recruits. Working side by side
with him, Beth can’t deny his rapport with the students or his warm and giving nature. And Dylan sees the vulnerable side
to her, caused by a past that would level an ordinary person. When physical attraction flares between them, they can’t stop
their inevitable coming together. Falling in love isn’t in the cards for Beth and she rejects the hand they’re dealt. She can
never be part of the family Dylan wants. And he can’t break down her final, indestructible wall. Nail-biting fire scenes,
sizzling sexual encounters and the revelation of background that will make you cry buckets permeate this beautiful story of
compromise and undying love. Be sure to follow up with the rest of the Rockford Fire Department Series: FEEL THE HEAT,
CODE OF HONOR and NEVER FAR AWAY. *** NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Kathryn Shay spent five years riding fire
trucks with a large city fire department, eating in their firehouses and interviewing hundreds of America's Bravest.
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